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COMPLEMENTATION FOR RIGHT IDEALS IN GENERALIZED

HILBERT ALGEBRAS
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JOHN PHILLIPS

ABSTRACT. Let 51 be a generalized Hilbert algebra and let 5 be a closed

right ideal of S. Let J-1 denote the pre-Hilbert space orthogonal complement of

3 inï. The problem investigated in this paper is: for which algebras % is it true

that SI = J ffi ¡f^for every closed right ideal 3"of 8? In the case that % is achieved,

a slightly  stronger property is characterized and these    characterizations are

then used to investigate some interesting examples.

Introduction. It is known that for full Hilbert algebras, the complementation

property holds for both closed left and right ideals. This fact is due to Yood [7].

For achieved generalized Hilbert algebras the problem is more subtle although

not difficult. A number of characterizations of a strong complementation property

are given below. Perhaps the most useful of these is Theorem 1.11. Several cases

are analyzed using this theorem. I would like to thank T. W. Palmer for suggest-

ing this problem to me.

Definitions and notation. The definitions and notation of M. Takesaki's print-

ed notes [6] will usually be used without reference. In particular, if 21 is a gener-

alized Hilbert algebra, its involution will be noted by # and for £ £ 21, ni¿f) will

denote the unique continuous extension to the completion of 21 of the operator

"left multiplication by £". lí b is the conjugate linear adjoint of # and if % is

in the domain of la then one can define an operator on 21 by: 7t'(JI)£ = ni^K for

all £ £ 21. If 7r'(')l) is bounded on 21 then the unique bounded extension of tt'ÖZ)

to the completion of 21 is denoted by tt 01) also. The set of all ÜI in the domain

of \> such that 7r'0I) is bounded will be denoted by 21'. By Lemma 3.3 of [6], 21'

is an algebra with involution ¡> such that (2I')2 is dense in the domain of !>. In

particular, 21   is dense in the completion, K(2I) of 21. If t; is any element of

K(2I) one can define an operator tA.0 with domain 21' by: tritffñ. = 7r'0í)f for all

V. £ 21'. If tt(£) is bounded on 21' then the unique bounded extension of ni£) to

K(2I) is denoted by trig) also. The set of all elements f of K(2I) such that nig)

is bounded will be denoted by K...
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If 21 is a generalized Hubert algebra, a subset K of K(2I) is said to be

right invariant; left invariant; or two-sided invariant respectively if r/(2I')K Ç K;

ît(2I)K Ç K; or both »t'(2I')JC C K and tt(2DJ( Ç K. If K is any Hilbert space and K

is any subset of K then K® is defined by JC® = if eK|(f|ft) = 0 for all ft eKl.

If 21 is any generalized Hilbert algebra and K is the completion of 2Í, then for

any subset J   of 21, j     is defined by   J    = S   O 21. Moreover, J       is defined to

be the closure of S in K and J = J   Cl 21 is the relative closure of J in 21.

1. The complementation property.

1.1 Lemma. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra. If S is a right (left;

two-sided) ideal of 21, then S    is a closed right (left; two-sided) ideal of 21. More-

over, S       and S    are closed right (left; two-sided) invariant subspaces of K(2I).

Proof. Since tt is a ^representation of 21 as bounded operators on K, the

proof for left ideals is easy. Thus, it suffices to give the proof for right ideals.

Let J be a right ideal of 21. It is first shown that S is a right invariant

subspace of K. Let ft £ 21' and let f £ !T K . Let {ÇJ Ç S and {ftj Ç 21 be se-
quences such that lim  £   = £ and lim ft   = ft. Then,^ 22 322 ■ 22       22 '

77'(ft)f = lim ítW„ = um rri^jn = lim lim n^Jtlh.
n n n      k

But, vie )ft, = f ft,  £ S so that zr'ODf e J     . Therefore, 3*       is right invariant
et K. 7ÍK, ^T\

and since 27   is an anti-*-representation of 21   on K we have that J is also

right invariant.

To see that SX is a right ideal of 21, let £ £ SX and let f £ 21. Let {fj Ç

21' be a sequence such that lim  f   = f. Then, ¿£ e 21 and £f = lim niQ¿;   =

limB *'(£„)£ But, *'(£,)£ £ 3"® so that # e 3®n 21 = S\

1.2 Lemma. Le/ 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra such that niW) is a left

ideal in L(2I).  Let E be a closed right invariant subspace of K(2I).  Then E  O

21 is dense in E and is moreover a closed right ideal of 21.

Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection on E. Since P commutes with

ir'(ïï'), P is in L(2I). Hence zr(P(2I)) = P,r(2I) Ç tt<2I) or P(2I) Ç 21. Thus, P(2I) Ç

21 n E is dense in E since 21 is dense in K. It is fairly clear that 21 n E is a

closed right ideal of 21.

1.3 Definition. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra. Then, 21 is said to

be strongly orthocomplemented if for every closed right ideal S of 21, it is true

that 21 = S © SL, and for every nonzero projection P in L(2I), P(2I) n 21 ¿ Î0Î.

1.4 Example. An achieved generalized Hilbert algebra 21 and a nonzero pro-

jection P in L(2I) such that P(2I) n 21 = {o!.

Let K be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis i*ni°°=1.
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Let S(J0 denote the von Neumann algebra of all bounded linear operators on K and

define a function tp on the positive elements T of $(H), via tpiT) = S00_, «(Tx |x ).

Then tp satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.13 of [2] and so if 21 = ¡T £ $(JK)|

tß(T*T) + tpiTT*) < oo¡ then 21 is an achieved generalized Hilbert algebra with

linear product iT\S) = tpiS*T) (tp can be uniquely extended to 21) and L(2I) is nat-

urally isomorphic to $00. Let P be the projection on the vector S°°_,b_ x .

Then, P £ ¡B(K) but, P é 21 since tb(P) = oo. Now, P(2I) n 21 is a right ideal of 21

and so by Theorem 1.14 of this paper there is a nonzero projection Q £ P(2I) n 21

if P(2I) n 21 ¿ ÍOl. But, then P(Q) = Q and so Q < P. However, P is a minimal

projection of L(2I) and so Q = P, a contradiction.   Hence, P(2I)     21 = ¡Oj.  Virtually

the same example is given on p. 59 of [2], although the above example was dis-

covered independently.

1.5 Proposition. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra such that   7r(2I) is

a left ideal in L(2I).  T¿eB 21 is strongly orthocomplemented.

Proof. Let J be a closed right ideal of 21. Then K = J H ©  3"® Let £ £ 21

with £ = £ + Jl where C e J    and Ji e J   .  Let P be the orthogonal projection onJ   . Then

as in the previous lemma p£ = £ e 21 n J      =3". Therefore, Jl £ 21 D J®= J    and

so 21 = 3" © 3"1.

Let P be a nonzero projection in L(Q). Since P(2I) C 21 by hypothesis and

P(2I)¿[0!, P(2I)n2I¿íol.

The previous arguments are only slight modifications of those in [7]. Thus,

it is perhaps surprising that Proposition 1.5 has a converse.

1.6 Lemma.  Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert fllgebra which is strongly ortho-

complemented.  If P  is any projection in L(2I) then P(2I) Ç 21.

Proof. It is first shown that P(2I) n 21 is dense in the range of P. Let K. =

P(2I) o 21 . The, since P(2I) n 21 is a right ideal of 21, K is a closed right in-

variant subspace of K(2I) by Lemma 1.1. If Q is the projection on K then Q £

L(2I) and Q <P. Let P -Q = R a projection in L(2I). If R ¿ 0 then there is a

nonzero element f £ 21 such that  R^= ¿j. But, then P£ = ¿; since P > R and so

f eK. Thus, £= Q£= P£- R£= 0, a contradiction. Hence, P(2I) n 21 is dense in

the range of P.

Let 3" = P(2I) n 21. Since J is a closed right ideal of 21 one has 21 = J ©

J . But since J is dense in the range of P, J is contained in the orthogonal

complement of the range of P. Hence, P(2I) = P(J) = 3" C 21.

1.7 Theorem. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra which is strongly ortho-

complemented.  Then 21 = 21   ©   21    where 21,  is a commutative strongly ortho-

complemented Hilbert algebra and 21, is a (strongly orthocomplemented) general-

ized Hilbert algebra such that 7t(2L) is a left ideal in L(2I ).
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Proof. Let  P be the largest abelian central projection in L(2I).   Since  21 is

strongly orthocomplemented, it is easy to see that  21   = P(2I) and 21   = (l - P) (21)
I 2

are closed two-sided ideals of  21 and   21 = 21   ©   21 . It is not difficult to see

that each of 21    and 21    is invariant   under # and hence they are generalized Hilbert

algebras. Clearly, 21    and 21    are strongly orthocomplemented and 21    is commu-

tative. To see that 21    is a Hilbert algebra, let ifJ^ji  be a left approximate

identity in 21    and let ft, £ e 21 . Then,

(ft|£)= lim (^|£)= lim(ftf JO = lim(fa|ftY)= limpia")
a. a a a

= lim (ffjft») = lim (fa£»|ft#) = (£«|ftw).
a a

Hence 21    is actually a Hilbert algebra. Now, let Q £ L(2I ) be a projection.

Then by Lemma 1.6, Q(2l2) Ç 212. Now, one can identify L(2I2) and (l - P)L(2I)

so that L(2I ) has no nonzero abelian direct summands. Therefore, by a theorem

of Fillmore and Topping [3], L(2I ) is generated algebraically by its projections.

That is, T(2I2) Ç 212 for all T £ L(2I2) which implies that zr(2I2) is a left ideal in

L(2I2).

1.8 Corollary. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra such that L(2i)  has no

infinite-dimensional abelian direct summands.   Then 21  is strongly orthocomple-

mented if and only if trCÜ)  is a left ideal in L(2I).

1.9 Example.  A commutative strongly orthocomplemented Hilbert algebra  21

such that 2t(2I) is not a left ideal in L(2I).

Let 21 be the algebra of all Lebesgue measurable functions on [O, l] which

assume only finitely many values. Give  21 the usual pointwise operations and

inner product. Then 21 is strongly orthocomplemented but jt(2I)  is not an ideal in
L(2I) = 27(Loo[0, 1]).

1.10 Theorem. Let 21 be an achieved generalized Hilbert algebra.  Then the

following are equivalent:

1. 2I = HZ.

2. 77(21) is a left ideal in L(2I).

3. 21 is strongly orthocomplemented.

Proof. Condition 1 implies condition 2 since n(K,) is a left ideal in L(2I)

by Lemma 2.3 of [2]. Condition 2 implies condition 3 is just Proposition 1.5.

To see that condition 2 implies condition 1, let f £ K¡ and let 27(f) = UT be

the polar decomposition of ni£). Now  U is in L(2I) and so T = U*ni0 = 7riU*£)

is in »(H.).   But, since T is selfadjoint, T e 2r(2I). That is, T - 7riQ tot some

£ £ 21. Thus, 27(f) = UniO is ln "(21) by hypothesis and therefore  f £ 21.  That is,

«UK,.
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To see that condition 3 implies condition 2 let 21 be strongly orthocomple-

mented and let 21 = 21   ©x 21    where 21    is a commutative Hilbert algebra and

tt(2I2) is a left ideal in L(2I2) by Theorem 1.7. By Lemma 1 of [5], 21, is a full

Hilbert algebra and so 77(21) is an ideal in L(2L). Hence, 7r(2I) is an ideal in

L(2I) = L(2I,) © L(2I2).

Clearly, X, itself is always strongly orthocomplemented so that condition 1

is not too surprising. Next, a useful inequality is obtained which tells when an

achieved algebra is strongly orthocomplemented.

1.11 Theorem. Let 21 be an achieved generalized Hilbert algebra.  Then 21

z's strongly orthocomplemented if and only if there is a K > 0 such that for all

Proof. Suppose that 21 is strongly orthocomplemented, then by Theorem 1.10,

21 = K,. However, exactly as in Proposition 1.15 of [4], it is seen that £*-»||£|| +

HfH + \\niÇ)\\  defines a Banach algebra norm on 21 and f 1-» ||£|| + ||ff(t*)||  defines

a Banach algebra norm on H,. Since 21 = H,, the open mapping theorem shows that

there is a constant M > 1  such that for all £ in 21 ||£|| + ||£"|| + \\ir(Çi\ <

M|iai +||iKf)||). Therefore, M"II < (« - l) (||f|| + UO\\) for all £ in 21.
On the other hand, suppose that the condition holds. Let C, £ H, and let

7r(¿) = Uiri£) be the polar decomposition of tAÇ). Now, as seen in the proof of

Theorem 1.10, £ £ 21 and  f = f ".  For each positive integer n let /    be defined

by

fnit) = l/t,    t > 1/b,

= 0,    t< 1/b.

Then, fniniO) « L(2I) and so />(£))£ C K,.  But, «ifnM£W = fitAOMO is
a selfadjoint idempotent in L(2I) and so e   = fnWç))£ £ 21.   Since ni¿;) is pos-

itive, Me )| converges to the range projection of tA£) in the strong operator

topology. However, since 21' contains an approximate identity, ê, is the closure

of the range of tK£) and so lim   e £= £. But, e    and ¿j commute so that

lim   &   = f.

Now, let t be any positive number and let e    be such that ||£e   - £|| <e/2.

Then, since £ = «6 ||&„ - ¿II = II M£)e„ - l/£|| < U*n - £ || < f/2. By the

Kaplansky density theorem choose ÎÎ e 21 such that ||770î)|| < ||tt(¿)||  and ||ííe   -

£ej <t/2. Then, \\7len -£|| <e and \\nQlejW < | |n{Jl)|| < HOIK The above

argument implies that there is a sequence i£ î Ç 21 such that lim  C   ~ £ and

||tt{£ )|| < ||tt(£)||.  By assumption this implies that {£,    i is a bounded sequence

and hence by Alaoglu's theorem there is a subsequence i£     I and an element p

in H(2I) such that £*    converges to u in 7j/*-topology of K(2I). Thus, for all ÎÏ in 21',
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(p.\Jl)=Um(£»  |ft)=lim(fth£„ ) = (fthO-
k        k k k

Therefore, £ is in the domain of # and £   = p. Thus, £ £ 21 and so 21 = K, which

by Theorem 1.10 implies that 21 is strongly orthocomplemented.

1.12 Remark. If 21 is achieved and the involution is continuous on 21, then

21 is strongly orthocomplemented by the previous theorem (there are easier ways

to see this). If the involution is not necessarily continuous but 21 has an identity

1, then it is easy to see that for every T in L(2I), niTil)) = T so that n(K,) =

L(2I). But, then tt(2I) = ttÍK,) n   zKK,)* = L(2I) so that 21 = H, and therefore 21

is strongly orthocomplemented by Theorem 1.10.

1.13 Tensor products. Let K and A be pre-Hilbert spaces and let H ® K

be the algebraic tensor product (over the complex numbers) of H and Jv. Then

K ® K has a pre-Hilbert space structure given by

Z xk ® yk
1,74=1

1 \ 22 222

Zwj ® */ ) = Z  zZ (*/>y)(y;>P-
= 1 /      ze=l 2=1

Now, if 21 and 35 ate generalized Hilbert algebras then 21 ® S has a natural al-

gebraic structure which makes 21 ® 35 into an algebra with involution. To see

that 21 ® S is a generalized Hilbert algebra with the above pre-Hilbert space

structure, it suffices to see that the involution on 21 ® 35 is closable as a conju-

gate linear operator on K(2I ® 35). However, it is easy to see that H(2I ® 35) is

just the completion of H(2I) ® K(35) and so 21' ® 35' is dense in H(2I ® 35).

Now, 1?  (on 21'® So') is a conjugate linear operator with domain dense in K(2I®35)

and so has an adjoint. Clearly, the adjoint of  !> extends the involution on 21 ® 35

and since the adjoint of a densely defined conjugate linear operator is closed,

the involution on 21 ® 35 is closable.

The following question can now be posed: Suppose 21 and 35 are achieved

generalized Hilbert algebras which are strongly orthocomplemented, is it then

true that (21 ® 25) "  is strongly orthocomplemented? Clearly, if both 21 and 35

have an identity (both have a continuous involution) then (21 ® 35) " will have an

identity  (continuous involution) so that by the previous remark (21 ® 35)" will

be strongly orthocomplemented. Moreover, Proposition 1.13 will show that

(21 ® 35)"  can fail to be strongly orthocomplemented even if one chooses 21 to

have an identity and 35 to be an H* algebra. First, the following theorem (due

essentially to Ambrose [l]) is needed. The proof here follows that of Rieffel [4].

1.14 Theorem. Let 21 be a generalized Hilbert algebra such that either 21

is achieved or 77(21) z's a left ideal in L(2I).  Then any nonzero left or right ideal

of 21 contains a nonzero selfadjoint idempotent.
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Proof. The proof is given for right ideals only. Let J   be a right ideal of 21

such that there is some f £ 'S with ££ 0. Then, ff # £ J and f f " ^ 0. Let £ =

f f ; then 7r(£) is a positive selfadjoint operator in L(2I). Let / be a closed in-

terval of the real line whose interior meets the spectrum of 7t{£) but such that

0 tí ]. Define

/(/)=l/i2,    for t£j,

= 0,    for t£f.

Then, T = finiO' e U?D. Now, if 21 is achieved then since TÇ £ H, and tKT£) =

/(7r(£)M£) is a selfadjoint operator, T¿, £ 21. On the other hand if 7r(2I) is a left

¡deal L(2I) then, clearly,   T£ £ 21. Therefore, CH e 3~, but, AÇtO = /M£M02

is a nonzero selfadjoint projection in L(2I) and so £T£ is a nonzero selfadjoint

idempotent in J.

1.15 Proposition.  Leí 21 asa" T> be achieved generalized Hilbert algebras

which are strongly orthocomplemented. Suppose that 21 has a discontinuous in-

volution and that m does not have an identity.  Then (21 ® 5))"   is boí strongly

orthocomplemented.

Proof. We first show that the set of projecti ons in S is unbounded. Let ë

be a maximal family of orthogonal projections in %. Then, since ÍB is strongly

orthocomplemented one can use the previous theorem and the maximality of © to

show that % = 2e g.gefB. Now, if the set of projections in m were bounded, say,

K > 0 then for every finite subset J   of G>,

<K2.

lee?

That is, SeeJ|e||    would converge and so S    fe would define a selfadjoint pro-

jection of %. But, since 2  efe® = SB, 2  ege would be a left identity for S and

therefore an identity. Since S has no identity by hypothesis, the set of projec-

tions in 35 is unbounded.

Now, since the involution on 21 is discontinuous, let if ! Ç 21 be a sequence

such that lim f   = 0 but ||f  || = 1 for all n. Now, choose a sequence of self-

adjoint idempotents \e  \ Ç % such that ||e || > 77.||77(f )||. If (21 ® %"  were strong-

ly orthocomplemented then by Theorem 1.11 there would exist a constant K > 0

such that ||£»|| < K(||£|| + UO\\) for all £ in (21 ® 8)\ But, then ||£* ® ej

< K(Un ® %ll + U?n 9 en)\\) or 0 < 1/K < ||fJ + |Mfn)||/||eJ < JfJ + l/n.
for all positive integers n which is a contradiction. Hence, (21 ® $)"  is not

strongly orthocomplemented.

1.16 Direct sums.  Let Í21a!ae<4    be a collection of generalized Hilbert alge-

bras. Then the algebraic direct sum of {2Iaiae/.   is clearly a generalized Hilbert
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algebra with the obvious operations and inner product. This algebra is denoted by

2a£/12Ia. Clearly 2ae/12Ia is strongly orthocomplemented if and only if each 2Ia

is strongly orthocomplemented.  However, each 2Iacan be achieved and strongly

orthocomplemented while (2ae/l2Ia)     is not strongly orthocomplemented, as seen

below.

1.17 Example. Let K be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis

ix  }°°  ,. Let 21 be the set of all bounded linear operators on H and let # denote

the usual operator adjoint. Give 21 the following inner product:

(fh)=ZiZ^fcl'l**>   for f, ft e 21.
* = l 2*

Then, 21 is an achieved generalized Hilbert algebra with identity and therefore is

strongly orthocomplemented. Let 35 = (2°°    21)". For each positive integer »,

let f   e 21 be defined by f (z) = iz\x )xj  for all zeH. Then, for each », ||fJ|2

= 1/2", but  ||f «||2 =   X so that   2~Jg|2 < -, but 2~=1||£«||2 = ~. Moreover

||"(fn)|| < 1 for each n so that is it easy to see that lfn!°°_1 eH, but is not in 35.

By Theorem 1.10, 35 is not strongly orthocomplemented. One notes that 35 satis-

fies the second but not the first condition in the definition of strongly orthocom-

plemented. If one takes the direct sum of 35 with the example in 1.4, one obtains

an achieyed generalized Hilbert algebra which satisfies neither condition of the

definition.

1.18 The generalized Hilbert algebra of a group.  Let G be a locally compact

group with left Haar measure p and modular function A.  Let 21 (G) be the (con-

volution) algebra of all continuous complex valued functions on G with compact

support. Equip 21 (G) with the following inner product and involution:

if\g)= fGfix)gix)dpix),

/"(>)= My- l)f(y-X)    fot all y£G, and for all f, g £ 2IQ(G).

Then, 2IQ(G) is a generalized Hilbert algebra. Define 21(G) = (2IQ(G))"  and call

21(G) the generalized Hilbert algebra of G.

If G is unimodular, then 21(G) is a full Hilbert algebra and so is strongly orthocom-

plemented. On the other hand, if G is not unimodular then 21(G) is not strongly orthocom-

plemented. To see this, let G be unimodular so that A is unbounded on G. Since G is

not discrete, for each positive integer n there is an open set W   Ç G with

compact closure such that p(W ) < 1 and A(x) > »    for all x e W . Now, the

characterisric function X\y    °f ^„ 1S clearly in rhe domain of # and the operator

S ^Xwn *g is bounded for"g £ L2iG) = K(2I(G)) by piWJ < 1. Thus, xWn « 21(G)

for each postive integer ». Now, an easy calculation shows that
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= frMx)Xw   ix)dpix)>n2piW ).
0 n

If 21(G) were strongly orthocomplemented, then by Theorem 1.11 there would exist

K > 0 such that for each n

npiW„)l/2 < \\x*w  || < Ki\\Xw  || + \)niXw )\\) < KipiWn)l/2 + ¿Wj).
n n n

Or, » < Kil + piW )A < 2K for all positive   integers » which is a contradiction.

Hence 21(G) is not strongly orthocomplemented.

I would like to thank J. P. Williams for pointing out the existence of Fillmore

and Topping's paper [3].
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